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General Activity Adjustments 

Paired and Group Activities - Workbook activities that instruct the students to work with a partner or 

in small groups can be done individually or as a class.  Instead of collecting the student workbooks at 

the end of each lesson, ask the students to keep their workbooks in their cubby or desk.

Role Plays - Select student volunteers to read the scripts aloud from their desks.

Move-around-the-room Activities that require the students to stand by a display card to indicate 

their answer can be done with the students remaining at their desks.  Display the cards on the board 

at the front of the room and assign a movement to each card such as Stand Up, Raise Your Hands 

Above Your Head, Make a Silly Face, and Put Your Head Down on the Desk.  Write the movement 

above the corresponding card on the board.  Read the scenarios aloud to the students and ask them 

to show their answers by doing the movement at their desks.

Adjustments by Lesson/Activity

Lesson 2 Consider the Consequences: Decision Making 

Activity 3: Deciding Match

Play Deciding Match as a class.  Using a projector, arrange the Consequence Cards face up in three 

rows of four.  Draw a Decision Card and read it aloud to the class.  Then select a student volunteer 

to find the matching Consequence Card.  As a class, decide if the consequence presented on the card 

is a positive or negative consequence of the decision.  Continue until all Consequence Cards and 

Decision Cards have been matched. 

Lesson 4 Listening Program Active: Effective Communication 

Activity 4: Smooth Operator 

Conduct the workbook page 7 section titled “Lights Out” as a class.  Choose one Troubleshooting 

card to read aloud to the class.
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Lesson 5 Human Interface: Bonding and Relationships  

Activity 1: We Go Together

Prior to conducting the game, We Go Together, match the We Go Together Game card pairs.  Have 

the students remain in their seats.  The students sitting next to each other will work together to 

introduce themselves and start a conversation using the questions on the back of their pair of cards.  

Distribute a We Go Together card to each student.  The students’ goal is to find something they have 

in common with their partner(s) and something different about each other. 

Lesson 9 Short Circuit: Identifying and Managing Bullying Situations    

Activity 1: Some Assembly Required

Conduct the Putting It Together puzzle as a class.  Using a projector, display one set of the Putting It 

Together puzzle.  Invite one student to the front of the classroom to attempt assembling the puzzle.  

Activity 2: Response Protocol 

Have the students play Response Protocol individually.  Distribute a Response Protocol Game Sheet 

and game chips to each student.     


